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The exercise is to be submitted by the denoted deadline via the submis-
sion interface of the Moodle course as a single file in zip (.zip) or tarred
gzip (.tgz) format which contains the following files:

• A PDF file ExerciseNumber -MatNr.pdf (where Number is the num-
ber of the exercise and MatNr is your “Matrikelnummer”) which con-
sists of the following parts:

1. A decent cover page with the title of the course, the number of
the exercise, and the author of the solution (identified by name,
Matrikelnummer and email address).

2. For every source file, a listing in a fixed width font, e.g. Courier,
(such that indentations are appropriately preserved) and an ap-
propriate font size such that source code lines do not break.

3. A description of all tests performed (copies of program inputs and
program outputs) explicitly highlighting, if some test produces an
unexpected result.

4. Any additional explanation you would like to give. In particular,
if your solution has unwanted problems or bugs, please document
these explicitly (you will get more credit for such solutions).

• Each source file of your solution (no object files or executables).

Please obey the coding style recommendations posted on the course site.
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Exercise 1: Univariate Polynomials

A univariate polynomial
∑

n

i=0
ci ·x

i of degree n can be represented by n+1
coefficients c0, . . . , cn. Implement a corresponding class Poly whose objects
represent univariate polynomials with double precision floating point coeffi-
cients. It shall be possible to execute the following commands:

unsigned int degree = 3; double coeffs[] = { 1.5, -1, 0, 1 };

Poly a(degree, coeffs); // 1.5x^3 - x^2 + 1

Poly b = a; // 1.5x^3 - x^2 + 1

Poly c = 2.5; // 2.5

// print polynomial using the given string for the variable

a.print("y"); // "1.5y^3 - y^2 + 1"

// degree of the polynomial

int n = b.degree(); // 3

// coefficient of monomial with power n

double coeff = b[n]; // 1.5

// evaluation of b for x=1.0

double value = b.eval(1.0); // 1.5

// add b to a, modifies a

a.add(b);

// addition of a and b giving d, a and b are not modified

Poly d = a+b;

// assignment of c to d

d = c;

// set absolute and relative accuracy of coefficient comparisons

Poly::setAccuracy(0.000001, 0.001);

// true if a and b have same degree and same coefficients

if (a == b) std::cout << "equal";

The representation of Poly contains a pointer to a heap-allocated array
double* coeffs with one entry for every coefficient of the polynomial (using
a “dense” representation i.e. also zero coefficients are stored). This array
is not longer than necessary, i.e., if the polynomial is non-zero, it holds a
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non-zero coefficient at its largest index (choose your favorite representation
for the zero polynomial). Make sure that the initialization of a polynomial
and every polynomial operation obeys this constraint.

Please also note the following:

• The coefficient array held by a Poly object is not shared with anyone
else; in particular, every Poly constructor must allocate a new array.

• No memory leaks shall arise from the implementation. Therefore

– the class needs a destructor that frees the memory allocated for
the polynomial when the object is destroyed,

– the memory allocated for a polynomial must be freed before it
gets assigned a new value.

• The addition of two polynomials of degree m and n yields a polynomial
of degree o with 0 ≤ o ≤ max{m, n}.

• The functions operating on Poly objects shall receive references to
these objects as arguments such that no temporary duplicates are cre-
ated. For instance, the operator + has signature

Poly operator+(const Poly& a, const Poly& b);

• Poly::setAccuracy(a,r) stores in static member variables the abso-
lute/relative accuracies a, r of coefficient comparisons (choose reason-
able defaults): c1 and c2 are “equal”, if |c1−c2| < a or if |(c1−c2)/c2| <
r (for the second test, order c1, c2 such that |c1| < |c2|)

1. Write an
auxiliary static function Poly::equals(c1, c2) that implements this
form of equality and use it in the other functions.

• Make sure that when printing a polynomial, coefficients that “equal”
zero (in above sense) are not printed. A negative coefficient with
absolute value c is to be printed in the form . . .−c . . . (not: . . .+−c . . .).

Avoid any code duplication but make extensive use of auxiliary functions
(that shall become private member functions of Poly).

Write the declaration of Poly into a file Poly.h and the implementation of all
member functions of Poly into a file Poly.cpp. Write a file PolyMain.cpp

that uses Poly and tests its operations. Test each operation with at least
three test cases that also include special cases (such as addition by 0).

1
See http://www.cygnus-software.com/papers/comparingfloats/Comparing%20floating%20point%20numbers.htm
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